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If X and Y arcs topological spaces and {&: PP ED} is a net of functions on X into Y, 
we see that {.&: #I ED)mnverges continuously to f~ YXiff whenever {x,: m E E} is 
a net in X converging to x, then the net ( fn(:Xm): (n, m) E l? X E} c8mqges to ,J@c). It 
is shown that the limit function f is always continuous (without any hypothesis of con- 
tinuity on the fnnctions fn) ii! the space Y ti regular, and furthermore that the regularity 
of Y is necessary for this result. Some equivalent characferizations of co&inuous c0n- 
vergence are also given, and the following result obtained. Let Y be a partially ordered 
in which all totally unordered subsets are f&rite, and let Y be assigned dekind 
(interval) topology. Suppose &: n ED} is II net in Yxconverging po e tofE YX, 
and such ‘ihat for all JC E X the net ~Jx): n! E &is monotone increasing. If f rend 
gn are continuous, then {gn} converges con~:inuoudy to f on .X, This result may be r* 
garded as a generalization of the classical theorem of Dini on uniform convergence of 
sequences of continuous real-valued functioi2s am a compact metric space. 
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The investigation of the subject of this paper 
problem of attempting to generalize the &;csical theorem 
states that if {[f,> is a monotone increasing seq 
valued functions on a compact metric 
to a continuous functionf, then the se 
Since this theorem involves the order properties af 
seems natural to try to extend it to the c;ase 
is research 9 par orte 
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tions& fie in’ a more general partially ordered set Y. IIowever, a parti 
ordered set Y bieed not posses any natural uniformity, and so in the gen- 
eral case we dlo not have ava%ble any naturtil concept of uniform con- 
vergence. We shall overcome this difficulty by considering instead the 
notion of conttrcr26ew cmzve~gvm, since ~5 the classical case of con- 
tinuous real-valued factions an a compact metric space, continuous 
convergence isknown to be equivalent o uniform convergence [a, Theo- 
rem 7.5, p, 2681. Also, we have available a certain natural topology on 
the partially ordered set Y, which is mitable for our purposes. 
Since we shall deal with functions defined on a general topological 
space, with values also in a general type of space, our purposes require 
that we first develop some theory of continuous convergence for nets 
of functions. This theory is not yet well-developed, and so these preli- 
minary results might be of some independent interest. Among rlur re- 
suits, we obtain some equivalent characterizations of continuous con- 
vergence (Theorem 2.2). We also show that the continuity of the limit 
function is a characteristic feature of this type of convergence when th.e 
range space Y is regular (Theorem 2.4), and furthermore that the regu- 
larity of Y is necessary for this result (Theorem 2.6). 
Our main result (Theorem 3.6) refers to the case where all totally 
unordered subsets of the partially ordered set Y are finite. In this case, 
witi a. certain natural topology on Y! we obtain the theorem that if 
{ fn: rir E D} is a monotone increasing; net of continuous functions on 
an arbitrary topologkal space X into Y, which converges pointwise to 
a cont.inuous function J then { &} ccnverges continitously to fi This 
can hue considered as the desired extension of Dlini’s Theorem, since it 
reduces to the classical result on uniform convergence when X is a com- 
pact melric space and Y is the real nutnbers. An example is given to 
show that the finiteness of the totally unordered subsets of Y cannot be 
dispensed with, 
AS a final result (Theorem 359, we also generalize another classical 
theorem on uniform convergence which involves the order properties of 
the range spa’ce. 
convergence 
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0 = tk for all k E 1y. 
(i) ;!S all n E here exists p E such that IQ >i yt whenever k
say that {&: K) is an &oton net Of {sn: n E B) if anC 9 
the mapping k I-+ nk of K into d) is order preserving (i.e., j < k hpk% 
nj \< nk). 
Throughout this section, X and Y are assumed to be topolcgkal spaces, 
(fn: n E D} a net in Yx, and f E Yx. If D ;md E are directed sets, then 
their procBact D X E is always assumed to be provided INith the “‘com- 
ponentwise” order. 
There appears to be no standard definition,, in the literature, of con- 
tinuous convergence of a net off functions. Thee fohowing definition, due 
to Arens [ l] and Arens-Dugundji [Z!], is the most appropriate for our 
purposes. 
Definition 21. Let ‘;‘,: ra E II} be a net in Yy! let f E Yx, and let x E X 
The net ( fn: n E D’) converges ContinuousIy to f at x E X if aad ody if 
whenever ix,: m E E} Js a net in X converging to .35, then the net 
{ fn(xm): (n, m) E D X E} converges to f (x). The net { ffl} converges 
continuously to f on X if and only if it converges continuously to fsrt 
each point x E X. 
Theorem 2.2. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) ( fn: n E D) converge,9 continuously to f at x E X 
(2) Whenever { fnk: k E K} is any subnet of ( fn: n E D} and (q.: k E 
is a net in X which &merges to x E X, then the net {f&(x& k E K) c 
verges to f(x). 
(3) Whenever (,&: k E fi is an isotone swbnet 01’ { ffl: n E D} and 
{xkr k E &Yj is a iset in X which comerges to x E X, then the net 
Proof. Note that in (2) and (3) the d,omains of the nets { 
are the SOWE dire:cted set K. ‘IBe implicati.on (2) * (3) is 
fices to prove (1 )I * (2) ;and (3) * (I). 
let 
To show (1) =$ (2), le:t (fnk: k E 
{xk: k E 1y) converge to x e x 
converges to f(x). Let F be any ne 
(n,, k) E D X K such that fn(.xk) E 
by the defMtion of asubnet, 
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that k 2 kl implies nk > no, So for all k 2 k, we have fnk(+) E V, which 
proves (2). 
To prove (3) * (1), suppose (1) does not Ihold. Then there exists a net 
{ x,: m E .&converging to x E X and such that the net 
{&(x,):~(n, m) E 63 X I?} does not converge tof(x). This implies that 
there exists a neighborho,od V off(x) and a cofinal subset H of D X E 
such that the values ,&(Jc, 1 on A? lie outside of K we may write each 
u E h in the component form kc = (n,, mu). Since the mappings u * n, 
and u * mu are order preserving, it follows that unu : u E H) is an iso- 
tone subnet of (fn : “n E D}. Let us write yu = xmu for each u E H. Then. 
the net (uu : M E H) converges to x. This is a contradiction, sigce all 
v‘alues Of fnu Qu) lie outside Of t4 Cl 
Kelley [ 5, page 2411 and some other authors define { fn: n E 0) to 
converge continuously tof at x E X if and only if whenever (x,: n E 01 
is a net in X converging to x, then (fn(xn): n E D} converges tof(x). 
(Note that here the domains of the nets (f,, and {x,} are the same 
directed set D. ) Jt might be more appropriate, however, to refer to this 
type of convergence as &~zgovtlzd convergence, It is weaker than,our 
Definition 24, as the following example shows, 
Example 2.3. Let o denote the first countablie ordinal alld CZ the first 
uncountable ordinal. Let each of the se,ts (n: ,n < w} and (cu: cu < a} 
be provided with the usuiifi order (interval) topology. Take 
Al = {a: a < i2) X (n: n G cd), 
and let A be given the product topology. Adjoin an additional point u 
to A as an isolated point, and let Y = A “3 (u}. Let X = (CC Q? < a}. 
Define a sequence of funcztions (fn: n < w) on X into Y by 
f,(a) = (ar, n) if cy < s1, 
efine f on X into Y by 
ra < w!J be any sequence in X with {x,) converging to 
) we have 
zz so eventually 
ence (f,> c011ve s diagonally to ,j$ But { f,,] dWs nol converge con- 
tinuously to$ To see this, let {x,: IPI e E) be a bpan@nk’te s quence in 
X converging to 52, with eachx, 
f,W,) = (x,3 n) -+ (a, 
It remains an open question as to what conditions on X, Y, arid the 
functions& and f are sufficient for di:agond converge:nce to im& coal. 
tinuous convergence. 
Continuous convergence has the curious property that when the range 
space is regular, the limit function must always be continu\ous (without 
any hypothesis of continuity on the functions f,). 
Theorem 2.4. Let Y be a regular spaca~, and suppose that { fl: n E D} is 
a net in Y* that converges pointwise to f E Yx. If { fn} convenes con- 
tinuous~y to fat x E X, then f is Continuous at x. 
Proof. Suppose that f is not continuous at x. Then there is a net 
{ x nl: KQ cz a in X and a neighborhoocl. Woff(x) such that x, + x and 
f(.Q# WforaUmeE. y the hypothesis that Y is regukr, we may 
assum{; that W is a closed neighborhood off(x). Then Y - W is a neigh- 
borhood of each f (xnr ). 
By hypothesis, for each fixed m E E the net (f,(x,): n E D) con- 
verges to f(x,). Hence for ali1 m E E there exist dm E D such that 
fn(xm:’ E Y - W for all1 n 2 d,. Define 
E* = ((m, d,): m EJ~‘). 
Direct the set E’ by defining (ml, d,l) ?$ (m2, dm,) if and only if ml G t 
Define a net {x(m, d,,): (m, d,) E E”“} by 
x(m, dJ = x, . 
* 
Cle;3rly (x(m, d,)} converges to .x. But the net 
{ f,(x(m, d’J): (n, (m, d,J) E D X E‘) 
does not converge to f(x). F:or suppose (n,, 
ofE,X E*.Choosen~Dwithn>n~andn 
ewe the net {fn(x( )} is fre - 
converge to f (x). This contradicts Definition 2.1. IEl 
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e reader will note that the limit function f in Example 2.3 is not 
continuous at the point a, which shows that .Theorem 2.4 does not 
hold for &zg~voai convergence. 
It may be of interest to point out that the behavior described in Theo- 
rem 2,4 is characteristic of regular spaces. In order to be more precise, 
let us introduce the following definition. 
fi&ion 2.5. Let X and n4’r be topological spaces. We say that Y is well- 
behaved with respect to continuous convergence in Yx if and only if e 
whenever 
(i) {f,} is a net in Yx ctlnverging pointwise tofE Yx, 
(ii) { fn} converges continuously to f at x E X, 
then j* is continuous at x. 
We then have the followiq result. 
Theorem 2.6. Y is well-beimed with respect to continuous convergence 
in Yx for every space X ifaPtd only if Y is regular., 
oof. If Y is regular, Theorem 2.4 asserts that Y is well-behaved for 
every space X, To prove the converse, assume that Y is not regular. We 
shall construct a space X wi!tla the property that Y is not well-behaved 
with respect o continuous convergence in Yx. 
If Y is not regular, then there exists a point .V E Y and a neighborhood 
U of y such that 6 $ U for a!1 neighborhoods G of y (c denotes tile 
closure of G); Index the family c33 of all neighborhoods of y by a directed 
set K, say V = {G(k): k E 10, $0 that G(k) Z! G(p) if and only if k 6 p. 
For all k E K, choose a Ipoint yk E c;l(i$?) - U. The net { ).%c: k E K} does 
not converge fo”~. 
We now construct a topological space X. Llet A be a set in l-1 corre- 
spondence with K, say A = {xk: k E K’). Let x’ be an additional point, 
distinct from each x k, and let X = A IJ (x). We define a topology on X 
by taking all sets of the foz~ 
en the rnkct (Q: k E K) in X converges to 
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function f is no4 continuous at Jr. 
ext, observe tha1: for ea there exists a directed set 
a net (s(n, k): n TV Ek] 
yk e2 G(k)). Let U deYrote t rdered 
componentwise. If h E D, then h(k) Ml denote the krzb “coordinate” 
of h, which is an element of Ek* Define: a net of functions ( fh : 
on X into Y as follows: 
fi,(x,J = s(h(k), k) for k E K, fh(-e =Y l 
Note that ( fh: h E Dj converges pointwise to fi 
We now show that the net (&&Q: (!I~ k) E D X K} converges to f (x). 
For let G b6 any neighborh.ood of v = $(.x). Then G = G(ko) for some 
A, E K Choose any hO f .D = III&. Then for (h, k) 3 (h,. kb) we have 
fh(xk) = NW, k) E G(k)‘c- W,) 3 
so that fh(q) is eventually in @(k& 
Finally, we show that ( fh : h E’ D} converges continuoasly to f at x. 
Let {t,: IPZ E E) be any net in .X that converges to X. We must show thart 
the net { fh(i,): (k, m) E D X E) converges ta f(x). Let G be 
borhood of y = f(x)* IQ the previous paragraph, there e:lLists (l”p 
such that (h, k) 2 (ho, k,) implies fi:(xk) E G. But from the dr:: 
the topology on X, there exists mO E .E such that m > mg imphes that t, 
is in the set 
u 
43 
:= {xi: ia ko) u (x) . 
Thus, for m 3 me) each t, takes a *aalue from among those ;Y! 
(or else has the value x). Hence for (k, mt) 3 (ho, mo) v-z hav 
Hence { fh I h E D} converges continuously to j’ at X, but the 
is not continuous at x, Thus Y is not we&behaved with 
nuous convergence in YX. This conclucZes the procbf of 
So:me of the idears used in the groof of Theo 
the clraracterization of regulw spaces given by 
and Pervin and Biesterfeldt @I. 
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of Y is up-directed (down-directed) if md only if every pair of elements 
of A has an upper bound (lower bound) in A. We say that A is Dedekind 
closed if and only if whenever B is an up-dtiected subset of A and 
y = 1,u.b. B, or B is a down-directed subset of A and y = g. lib. B, we also 
havey E A. ‘We then defme the Dedeklnd topology Q on Y as the topo- 
logy whose closed sets are precisely the Bedekind-closed subsets of Y. Pt 
was proved by Naito [7] and Hansel1 i S] that ifevery totally unordered 
subset of Y is finite,, then the Dedekin d and interval topologies on Y are 
ident3caZ. In the rest of this paper, al! LDosets are assumed to be provided . . - 
with the Dedekind CopoIogy. 
Now let {s,: n f D) be a net on the up-directed set (D, G) with values 
in the poset (Y, 9). (We use the same symbol “6” for the order in bolth 
D and Ye) ‘iYe say that {sn: n E D) is monotone increasing (decreasing) 
if and only if whenever m, n E D and m 6 n, then s, G s, (So 2 s,). A 
net is monotone if and only if it is either monotone increasing or mono- 
tone decreasing. The same def’initions obviously may also be applied to 
a function on any poset X to a poset Y. 
Hansell [ 51 has proved the following fundamental theorem, which 
will be essential for our purposes. 
eorem 3.1 (Hansell). @ Y is a poset in which every totally unorder4yd 
subset is finite, then every net in Y has a monotone subnet. 0 
In addition, we shall dso need the followtig simple lemmas. 
mma 3.2. If (s,: n E D) is a net in r:! poset Y which Q-conveqe& to 
y E Y, and if sn < y for aZl pz, then 
I 
y = l.u.b.{s,: n E D) . 
sof. Suppose that z is an upper bound of (s,: ~1 E D] with z $ y. If 
A = (x E Y: x < 2)) 
en Y - A is Q-open and contains y. Hence sB is eventually in Y - A, 
ption on 2. Cl 
0430 tone increasa’ oset 
n view Lemma 3.2, it suffices to show that sfl G y for all n f D. 
So SUP~POS~ that Sj y for some j E D. Let 
B = {X C Y: X 3 $j} . 
Then Y - B is Q-open and contains y ; and hence sN is eventuaIy in Y- B. 
But this means that there exists k E &) with k 3 f and Sk # sj, contradicting 
the monotonic@ of {s,). CJ 
Lemma 3.4. Zf {s,: n E D) is a monotone increasing net in a posgt Yand 
y = 1 .u.b.(s,: n E D}, then {s,] Q-converges to y. 
Prsof. This is obvious fro:m the definition of the Dedekind topology. a 
Lemma 3.5. Let Y be a poset in which all totally urzordtcred subsets are 
finite. If (s,: n E D) is a net in Y which Q-converges to y E Y, then 
(a) there is a cofinal s&set H of D with y zz 1 .u.B&: n E H), or 
(b) ifhere is a cofiilzal subset H of D with y =: g. 1.b. {s, : n E Hr. 
Proof. For eachc f Y, let us write 
qa) = {x E Y: x is comparable with a} . 
Each C(a) is cd-closed. Let M be a maximal totally unordered subset of 
Y withy e M Then U (C(a): a E I@ = Y, Since M is finite, 
W= U{C(cr):aEM,a#y) 
is cb -closed. Hence Y -- W is Q-open ai td contains y. So sn is eventual11 
in Y -’ W, whkh means that eventually sa is comparable with y. Thus ( 
s, is frequently < y, or (b) sn is frequently 3 y* The conclusion then 
follows from Lemma .3.2 and its dual. fl 
We now state and prove our main result, which, as was pointed out 
in our introduction,, can be regarded as a generalization of the the 
of Dini. 
Theorem 36 Let X be a topoZogiazl 
all totally unordered subsets 
continuously to f on X. 
m(B , 1 Q&maws conmgence in p&ally ordered sets 
e &all make use of the characterization 01’ continuous conver- 
.eorem 2.2(3). Suppose that (gnk: k E 
shall write fa =gnk for each 
E #) is monotone increasing, b
is&one subnet of a monotone increasing net, Further 
conve s to f(x); and hence by Lemma 3.3 we have 
f(x) = l.u.b.(f,(x): k E K) for all x E X. 
Let {xk: 1% E K) be a net in X which converges to p E X We must 
prove that { fk(xk): k E K) converges tof (p). 
The proof will be by contradiction. If {fk(xk): k e K) does not con- 
verre to f (p), then it has a subnet whose values lie in a Dedekind-closed 
subset Z of Y WA f(p) $ Z By Theorem 3.1 it follows that {&(.Q): kE ~q 
haiS a monotone subnet ( fk.(xkj: i E E) whose values lie in Z We Estin- 
g&h two cases 
1 a 
‘C&se 1: { fki(X$: i E E) is monotone ir,,creasing. In this case wc’ first 
show that 
(la) there exists acofinal subset H of E with fki(xk) < f(p) for all i E Iti 
To piove this, note that the net (f (x$: i E E) converges tof(P), by 
continuity of _f Furthermore, 
) fki(xki) G f (X$ for all i E E. 
From Lemma 3.5 it follows that 
(‘a) there is a cofinal subset H of E with f(p) = 1.u.b. {f&i): i E m, or 
@) there is a cofkal subset H of E with f(p) = g.l.b, u(+.): i CE J& 
In case (a) the assertion (*) is clear. Suppose now that (b) holds, and let 
i e .H’. Then for any j E H with j 3 i we have 
the net {f(xk/): j E H, j 2 i] converges tof(P) and by the dual of 
rnma 3.2 we have 
f(p) = gkb. {f(xQ: j 3 i) s 
if!hce f&.(x,.) is a lower bound of this net, we have 
1 1 
jf&(J ki) < f(p) for & i f 
{ fki c”d: ii’ is a subnet of { fk(xk): k E fl, there ex 
such that k, > I’ 1 f 3 i, (by the definition of a subnet). 
for i 2 i,, by the monotonicit~~ of { fk(:“e)] we have 
to f,Cp),, by continuity of 
holds for all t E K, and 
=,f(p), it follows thlat f (p) G b, a contradictk~n. 
This concludes the proof in case 1. 
&se 2: { fk.(x$: i E: E} is monotone decreasing. Hn this case WC shall 
shorn that ’ 
(***) there exists $ E E such that&&+ # f(p). 
Again we consider the possibilities (a) and (b) under Case 4. In case (a), 
assertion (***) is obvious by (**). Now in case &), consider the net 
{f (x$ i E HI; which converges to its greatest lower bound f(p). ]MQw- 
ever, the monotone decreasing net ( fki(xk$ i E: H} cannot have f(p) as 
a lower bound. For if this were so, then by (**) we would have 
f(p) = g.1.b. (fki(x$: s” E H). &It {_fk.(+$ i e H) itOeS Z?Ot COl’lVW’@: t0 
f(p), and this contradicts the dual of Lemma 3.4. This proves (*!*:*ji in 
case (b). 
Now to complete the proof in Case 2, let r be any fixed element of 
As noted in Case 1, these exists i, E E such that fr(xki)l < fk.(x k.) for all 
i 3 i@ But for i 3 t we have fk&xkj) < fkt(xkt ). SO eventual& wr’e have 
f,,(xk.) f fkt(xk ). But this means that f,(p) G fkc(xkt). Since thi.s holds 
for ebery r E I!{ it follows that fiz (xkt) is an upper bound of (fr(p): r 
contrary to (***). This contradi&ion completes the proof of the theore 
We now give an example to shL>T:t “chat Theorem 3.16 does not hold 
without the hypothesis that all totally unordered subsets of Y finite. 
3.7. Let X be the unit interval [Cl, I ] of the real numbe 
unit square X y X. We p&i&y order Y with the c 
product (componentwise) order. Topologize Y with the L?edek 
logy which it inherits from the given partial o~ckr, (%& ZM. in t!le 
kind topology any totally unordered subset is closed,,) 
rected set [ 0,l)’ =: {r: 0 < P < 1) with *tie usual orde,r. 
{I;.: r E D} in Yy by 
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DefiaefE Y* by 
f(x) = (x, 1) for allx E X. 
The functions f, and f are ah continuous in the Dedekind topology. 
Consider th% net {x,: P e D] in X defined by x, = 1 - r for all r e D, 
and which converges to0 E X. We have&(x,) = (1 - I, r), and hence 
the range of the net cfr(;u,): r E D} is atotahy unordered subset of ly. 
This set is closed in the Dedekind topology; and so {&.(+): t GZ D) does 
not converge tofl0) = (0,l). Hence this net does not converge continu- 
ously to f at 0. 
In Example 3.7 the Dedekind topology is obviously not the “natural” 
topology to considele on ‘Y, Thut; the question can still arise whether 
sQme version of Thesrem 3.6 might still hoid without hefiiiteness con- 
dition on the totally unordered subsets of 7[# provided that some other 
(more “appropriate”) topology is substituted for the Dedekind topology. 
We shall now generalize another classicdi theorem on uniform con- 
vergence of sequences of functions. We again do this by deriving a Tesult 
on continuous convergence that reduces to the classical cF&e when X is 
a closed interval of the real numbers. For this put:pose we need the fol- 
lowing lemma, which is an easy corollary of Theorem 3.1 (a proof has 
also been given by N&o [ 7]). 
mma 3.8. Let Y be Q! poset ir17! which all totally unordered s?Jbsets are 
finite, let {sn) ble a net in Y, and let R be the range of {s,). If there 
exists an elemenl y E Ysuch that y is the Lu.b. of the range of every 
cofinal subnet of {s,}, then there exists an up-directed set M C R with 
y = 1.ru.b. M. cz~ 
‘We now prove: 
eorem 31.9. Let X and Y be posets in M:hich all totally unordered sub- 
are fini#e. Suppos/~ that (gn: n E D} is a riet of functions on X to Y, 
converging pointwise to a continuous f E Yx, tf 
(i) each gn is a monotone ~~~~e~~~ingj~nctliola, 
(@f(x) = 1. ).(g,(x): n E D} for each x E X, 
converges coNim4ou3ly to j’on X. 
ppose (g,,: n E D} does not verge CQntiIluOu~y to 
tit {xk: kEm 
cg, 
th=ere 
gsIR or each k E K Since I! 
(xk): ‘$E- e 
oes not converge to f(p),, isa cofiial H SE K such 
that the net { fk(xk): k E K) lies in some Dedekind-closed subset of Y 
which does not coMain f (p)* Also, by Theorem 3.1, the net {xk: k E H) 
has i3 monotone sub et, which for notational convenience we ‘rake as 
(xk: k E H) itself. 
(6%tse 1. Suppose that {xk: k E H) is monotone increasing. Then xk < p 
for all k E H, and hence3f(xk) < f(p) for ah k CZ H (sines! f is monotone c 
increasing). Also, sincepis assumed to be contiiuous, we have 
Let 
f(p) = h,b.(f(Xk): k IE H]. . 
l R = (fkO:k): k E H) . 
Since R lies in a Deldekind-closed twhich does not contain f(p), it fol- 
lows that f(p) is not the 1.u.b. of any up-directed subset of R. Hence, by 
Lemma 3.8, there is a cofinal J z: .H such that ’ 
f(p) # h.b.( f,ax,): k E .f} , 
So let t,n be an upper bound of {&($k ): k E J) with I~I Z# f(p). Let j be 
any fi.xed element of J. For any k E J with k 2 j we have 
because {xk: k E J) is monotone increasing and so Is the function& But 
for eaclh j E J the ne:t {f&j: k E 9, k 3 j) hasf@$ as its l.u,b. by hype 
thesis (ii). Thus (*) implies that f (;xl) < m Since thi.s is true for every 
i E J, and fcp) = 1.u.b. {&q): j E J), it follows thlat 47(p) < m, ai contra- 
diction. 
$?2e 2, Suppose that {xk: k E H) is monotone de:creasing In this 
we have p < xk for all k E H, aI‘d hence fk(p) < fk(l”k) for a!1 k E H. 
select a monotone subnet { fki(xk$ i E E) of (fit(q): k E cJ and COW 
sider the fo;llowing two subcases. 
Subc:ase (a): (,&&a@: i E E} is monotone increas~ing. Let i be any 
element of E’. Then for i E E arrd i 3 i we have 
But the monotone decreasing net { 
E.S W&k / Gbr~tinrusrw: corrv~gwxe in JUV&U~ ordered sets 
) f 1,u.b. {&Jxk.): i E .I:). Hence there is an upper bound 
: i C J’) with h *‘f(p). It follows immediately that for all 
fki(P) ~ fk.(3ck3 ~ m l
ut f (p) = 1.u.b. ( fkj;p):‘i E J), a cont:radiction. 
ase (b): {fjri(xki): a’ E} is monotone decreasing. Since this net 
et of {fk(xk): k E ), it cannot have f(p) as a lovuer bound 
(same arjwment as in Case 2 of Theorem 3.6). Hence 
) there exists t E E with fkt(xkt) # f(p). 
ow for i 3 t we have 
_ 
fi(P) ~ ~k’(xk’) ~ ,fk*(xk ) ) 
czn tknt f. (,y. 
w- w*---JKt’ Kt 
) is an kppkr bound if the net ( fk.(p): i E E, i Z t}. But 
this net hasf(p) 3s its l.u.b., bontradicting (**).“I’his contradiction com- 
pletes the proof of Theorem 3.9.0 
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